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Our ocean economy has a big step development,The volume of ocean economy 
grew fast, the main industries of the ocean increased greatly, two times higher than the 
total production of the demotic. the ocean economy becomes more and more 
important in the national economy and social development.The ocean economy makes 
a great contribution to economy by its resource and the technology advantage, but the 
speed and the total volume still need more as an ocean technology city. This article 
will analyze the development of the ocean industry and the ocean industry structure of 
China from 2003 to 2009. 
The structure of the article is as followed: first, introduction,  will introduce the 
background and the research significance,and then introduce the gray relation method, 
the second part is the analysis of industry, mainly about the general situation and 
impact factors of marine industry；the third part is empirical study， applying the data 
of China marine industry during the year of 2003 to 2009, then observe the structure 
of China marine industry for every year, the last part contains conclusion and policy 
proposal which is according to the result of the empirical study, as well as the 
shortage and the further research area. 
The innovation of this article contains: with the sample of China marine industry，I 
used the data of value added ,thus can accurately analysis the develop of marine 
economy. The shortage lies in: the distribution of the technical inefficiency is assumed 
before and the affect factors of technical inefficiency are too intricate. In this article, 
we cannot get more aspects of influence. 
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